
 

Traditional v. Distance-Learning 

Directions: This is your final argument. Email me with the top 3 reasons your case should win. You may 

point out your case’s strengths and the opposing case’s weaknesses. (In a Lincoln-Douglas debate this is 

called “giving voters” – providing the judge with reasons that your case should win). 

 

“Ground Rules” 

Here are some factors I want to set as we have this debate. 

A. Take the quarantine/stay-at-home order/pandemic out of this. Let’s pretend that this debate is 

occurring after all of this ends. Now a decision is being made as to whether we should go back 

to school in person or continue with distance education.  

B. For simplicity, let’s just assume that everyone has the technology to fully engage in distance-

education.  

 

Affirmative Case: Traditional in-person education is better than distance-

learning, all things considered. 

1. Able to fully develop necessary social skills in traditional learning:  In distance-learning you 

have the freedom of NOT having required group assignments or speeches where you're forced 

to cooperate with opposing viewpoints and develop the necessary skills for that particular task. 

In the real world, good communication with others is vital for a successful business or job, 

communication that may be lacking more from online learning. 

 

Neg Rebuttal A: The first point essentially states that social skills won't be built because of 

online interactions, assuming that talking to someone on the internet is not as effective as 

talking to them in person. This also makes the assumption that group work either cannot or 

will not be assigned digitally, but there's not a reason that would be the case. 

 

Aff Defense A: The first point does not state that social skills will not be built because of 

online interactions. It simply states in-person education helps fully develop your social 

skills. There are also many studies that communication over the internet does not help 

develop social skills in comparison to in-person communication. 

 

Aff Defense B: In terms of working in groups is a problem of some people being in 

circumstances that make it more difficult for group members to be on a consistent basis 

of communication. For instance, some group members may have to take care of sick 

family members or younger siblings.  

 

Aff Defense C: Talking to someone on the internet is not the same as talking to 

someone in person. An example is the inability to fully pick up on body language while 



communicating on the internet. When you are speaking with someone in-person, you 

can pick up on emotional cues and body language that are not anywhere near as clear 

when you are speaking to someone on a video chat or phone call. In the case that group 

work is assigned, it is much harder to accomplish due to what i previously stated, which 

is that there are very clear discrepancies between speaking in person and speaking 

online. 

 

2. Less distractions with traditional learning due to limited access to phones, video games, etc 

 

Neg Rebuttal A:The second point states that traditional learning has fewer distractions due 

to limited access to games, phones, etc, but this isn't as relevant as framed. The ultimate 

goal of education, whether done in-person or online, is to retain important information. We 

will never live in a distraction-free world, and if one's lack of control is so extreme to 

completely blow off their education at home, they would probably find ways to become 

distracted at school as well.  

 

Aff Defense: Of course, there will still be opportunities to become distracted in distance 

learning and in in-person education. However, when in a traditional school 

environment, there are administrators and teachers to regulate distractions and scold 

those who are frequently distracting themselves and others. At home, those distractions 

go unchecked. 

 

Neg Rebuttal B: One could even argue that distance-learning is *more effective* for finding 

a distraction-free environment, simply because of the lack of traditional time constraints 

and scheduling. You know when you have something going on, and can complete your 

education and assignments whenever you're available. 

 

 

3. More effective student-teacher interactions at school. It’s easier to get help. The response 

times are much quicker when you are talking person to person rather than texting or waiting for 

an email response. 

Neg Rebuttal A: Point number three says that there are more effective student-teacher 

interactions in person, but simply because it's expected that teachers will take a long time to 

reply. Teachers still have their jobs- teaching their students. If they're not working other 

jobs, it shouldn't take an unreasonably long time to reply.  

Aff Defense A: No matter what it will take a longer time to respond online because 

teachers are not always on their devices making sure they have their students questions 

answered. 

Aff Defense B: Everybody has different schedules in the day depending on the 

household. It could not only take a few hours to respond, but a few days. You have to 

remember, teachers have many students, that also have many questions, so your 

questions would not become the priority over other students in the same class. 



Neg Rebuttal B: Also, most questions aren't extremely time-sensitive, so even if a teacher 

*does* take an hour or two to reply, a student can simply work on other classwork while 

waiting. 

Aff Defense: That’s not true – some questions are pressing if students are given timed 

assessments that will close in a certain time frame. If the student is still having trouble 

with the content that is on this timed assessment, they need to be able to communicate 

with their teacher as soon as possible.   

 

4. Traditional learning provides a set schedule- a set schedule can significantly improve a 
student’s work and motivation. Without a set schedule at home though, you tend to lose 
motivation to do your work.  

 
Neg Rebuttal A: The fourth point states that a set schedule is a good thing, however, if a set 
schedule does not work for everyone, the ones who can't conform miss out. With distance-
learning, you can complete your education at your pace and whenever you have the time.  
 

Aff Defense: But in the real world your boss is most likely not going to want you to do 
your work whenever you have the time. Also saying people who can’t conform to a set 
schedule will miss out is a fallacy known as a hasty generalization because you don't 
know if people who can’t conform to a set schedule will miss out. 

 
Neg Rebuttal B: This contention also says that a lack of a solid schedule removes motivation 
to complete your work, but that's both not true and not backed up. A set schedule- 
especially one that doesn't work easily for you- can quickly start to feel monotonous and 
boring, quickly grating away at your motivation to continue. With the freedom to do your 
work at any point within a deadline, your motivation won't be ground away, and the feeling 
of freedom and control will make tasks seem more manageable. 
  

Aff Defense: The same could be said with your point, it's not true and not backed up. 
You can't have a set schedule that provides you with consistency and enough pace to 
focus on a specific task at hand. Motivation is determined by many things but to say it 
will go away by having consistency and pace is not true. 

 
 

5. More Hands-on activities. You are able to do more hands on things/experiments/activities if 

that is how you learn the best and not from a textbook or a YouTube video.  

Neg Rebuttal A: The fifth point says that you can do more hands-on activities 'if' you learn 

better that way, and completely ignores the fact that many students do *not* in fact learn 

better this way, but it also assumes that all online work must be self-taught. Online 

conference or video teachings of classes are still an obvious replacement to classroom 

lectures, and would have the same hands-on aspect of much of the work. 

 



6. Traditional learning can be an advantage to both introverts and extroverts (i.e group 

assignments and individual assignments), while distance learning only directly helps introverts. 

Neg Rebuttal A: The sixth point states that traditional learning is beneficial to both 

introverts and extroverts, where online is only beneficial to introverts. This is amazingly 

wrong; for one, being in a school surrounded by other people is quite draining for introverts, 

and for many, asking for help will be easier without the confrontation of directly speaking to 

someone.  

Aff Defense: Traditional learning can actually be beneficial to introverts in the way that 

social interactions can help them talk to more people and get them more comfortable 

with their surroundings . 

Neg Rebuttal B: Secondly, online schooling should not be detrimental to extroverts at all- 

you still have online communication access, and, with your flexible schedule, you have free 

time to have a social life outside as well. No part of this contention seems grounded in truth. 

7. Distance learning has too many inherent technological flaws, such as hacking, misinformation, 

teachers that can’t use tech, slow network, tech issues 

Neg Rebuttal A: Point number seven states that there are too many technological issues 

with distance learning, and lists a few. I'd say the only valid reasons given were technical 

issues (such as internet issues) and technical incompetence. Claiming that hacking is a 

commonplace threat is stretching it a little. And online classes can still be better even with 

said technical issues. Internet issues suck, but, since there isn't a defined schedule, you can 

do your work whenever those issues are resolved. 

Aff Defense: Hacking is denounced as a stretch, despite the very real possibility given 

the wide variety access that is provided through the internet, and no solution is 

provided to stop it.  

Neg Rebuttal B: If teachers need to know how to use the technology provided to teach, how 

is that any different from now? It's a required skill for the job- knowing how to work a 

computer would be part of the job description. Teachers already need to know how to work 

their computers, online gradebooks, projectors, and (in some cases) electronic whiteboards. 

There are already meetings where teachers go to learn how to operate their technology, 

whether it be their google classroom assignments or computer logins. These teachers are 

not just senile old people, a transition to online schooling would be a transition, yes, but a 

beneficial one. 

 

8. It is too easy to cheat with distance-education 

Neg Rebuttal A: The eighth point is simply that it's easy to cheat with distance-learning, and, 
while that gets into a societal problem of caring more about grades than an education, there 
are simple fixes to this too. There are already programs that can detect if you click outside 
the window, see what's on your screen, and even access your web camera. For any high-



security tests schools would want to administer, it wouldn't be hard to assign one on a 
secure program such as this.  
  

Aff Defense: Its still easy to cheat with those websites because one can simply get on 

another device to look up the answers and if their web camera is on they can simply 

hide the other device away from the view of the web camera  

 
Neg Rebuttal B: And, if more schools convert to distance-learning, safer and more secure 
programs will be developed for schools.  
 

Aff Defense:  Students are getting smarter and more technologically inclined by the day. 
Although many security systems could be put on the computer in which you are doing 
the work, nobody can control outside sources. Other devices, paper notes, etc. could 
also be used. Without being physically present with the student there is no way of 
ensuring no cheating. 

 

9. Schedules are too complicated with distance-education. Teachers have their own lives and with 

distance learning you have to figure out when they’re available to ask questions and such. 

Students also have their own lives and may not be available when teachers are available. 

Neg Rebuttal A: The last point is simply that schedules are complicated with distance-

learning, but that's literally the opposite of what would happen? They claim that teachers 

have their own lives and might not be able to work their jobs- what happened to the time 

they had reserved to do their job before? And it shouldn't be hard for them to shoot an 

email while sipping coffee, or grade papers while at their kid's soccer game. An important 

thing to remember is that *they still have a job*, but now they just have the flexibility of 

working at home- there is literally *no schedule issues* that would be created that didn't 

exist before, and most issues would be solved just by using common sense. 

 

 

Negative Case: Traditional in-person education is NOT better than distance-

learning, all things considered. 

1) Huge cuts in cost. With distance learning, much of the cost of operating a school goes away. For one, 
transport is not needed. The district would not need to supply busses and students would not have to 
drive or be driven, saving money for both parties and lessening traffic. School facilities would also not 
needed. If all learning is being done online, there doesn't need to be a school building or parking lot, 
cutting down huge expenses! 
 
 Aff Rebuttal A:  While online school may offer short-term relief for the usual expenses of running a 

school building, the long term effects can have drastic effects on the economy. When children use 
online schooling, many jobs such as coaches, bus drivers, cafeteria food service workers, janitors, 
secretaries, administrators, and counselors are no longer necessary. Multiply the amount of people 



who fill those positions throughout the nation and the number is extremely large. This will cause a 
surge in unemployment, resulting in more government expenses to help pay for the necessities of 
the newly unemployed while they are out of a job. 

 

Neg Defense: Removing the need to pay for land, a building, electricity, water, and food delivery 
is not just a "short-term relief". These expenses would go away forever. Also, the 'extremely 
large' number of unemployment cases would, for one, not have "drastic effects on the 
economy", and two, the list of lost jobs is not accurate. Secretaries, administrators, and 
counselors could all still have jobs with distance-learning. And sports teams won't just vanish- 
Coaches can still run sports programs, either alongside or independently from the school. With 
the flexible scheduling provided by distance-learning, it would be even easier to avoid conflicts 
between one's sports commitments and their education. (Sports being tagged onto education is 
a bit odd in the first place, but that's a separate battle.) And even if the government would have 
additional expenses from an unemployment hike (which seems unlikely, there's not many lost 
jobs), they're not relevant in the case: The district is saving money. So much money, in fact, that 
they could even pay those who have been laid off until they get a new job. We won't get into the 
policy of any financial decisions like that, but claiming that removing the building would mess 
with the national economy seems far-fetched. 
 

Aff Rebuttal B: While there are huge cuts in cost, that is due to the lack of certain assignments, 
especially a lot of hands on activities. 
 

Neg Defense: The point made clearly specified what the cuts in cost would be due to: Not 
having to own land, not having to pay for a building, electricity, water, food, or transportation. 
The hands-on assignments are really a very small cost when compared to the basic (and 
immense) expenses of owning a building. This rebuttal takes a smart economic choice and tries 
to guilt it into seeming like a bash on education- it's not (that would be a strawman fallacy). 
Hands-on assignments are both still completely doable and are certainly not the major cost of 
owning a school. 

 

2) Online education covers the same materials. Information flows, no matter if you're in your room or a 
lecture hall. The content that's being taught should not be affected, whether you're hearing it from 
someone across the room or someone across the city through your laptop speaker. 
 

Aff Rebuttal A: While the same information may be available in both in-person and online education 
systems, the same hands-on experiences are not. Not everyone has the same ability to immediately 
grasp things that are presented to them online, so it is necessary for many students to participate in 
in-school labs and hands-on activities that involve their peers. 
 

Neg Defense: This rebuttal simply states that students learn in different ways, which is 
absolutely true, but it makes the assumption that online learning can only present information 
in a single way. Activities done at home is not an unthinkable option- in fact, science experiment 
kits for home already exist, and we can play off of that idea. Not to go on a rant here, but your 
science classes could have packed and shipped materials, and your math and English classes 
could send you activities to print out. A single massive change does not limit other changes- 
that's just adaptation. Hands-on activities won't become inaccessible, and teachers will still find 
a way to give their students proper work. 

 



Aff Rebuttal B: The argument presented does not take into account the different personality and 
learning types that students have (introversion, extroversion,  kinesthetic, hands on, etc.) distance 
learning would affect those that don’t display introverted personality types and would be displayed 
in the scoring/grading thus would give introverted students an unfair advantage. While information 
would 'still flow’ it would do so ineffectively. 
 

Neg Defense A: The Aff says that online schooling ignores personality and learning types, but if 
that were the case, wouldn't in-person schooling not be any different? Why would being online 
change that? The same assignments, teachers, and course plans would be delivered, albeit from 
farther away. Everything done in person can still be done through the internet, so why would 
there be a change? Imagine that someone tells you that traditional schooling ignores different 
learning styles. Then you say "No it doesn't, there's a wide array of work from lectures to 
assignments and projects that works for all learning types and personalities!" Well, what 
happened to those lectures, assignments, and projects? Why did they suddenly become 
inaccessible because of the internet? Lectures can still be given- and even more effectively- as 
live video conferences or as a recording. Assignments can all be given digitally, even going as far 
as to print and scan work if that's so important. Projects can still be done from home, even with 
group collaboration. And tests can also be administered. If there's a problem with learning styles 
or personalities, it existed far before distance-learning ever entered the discussion. 
 
Neg Defense B: In fact, I'd even say that traditional schooling is unfair to introverts by forcing 

them into a situation they're not comfortable in. With online schooling, extroverts can still have 

their teacher and peer interactions, but introverts wouldn't be forced to. If anything is unfair, it's 

traditional schooling. 

 
 

3) Flexible timing. Aside from any live video-lectures, assignments and education could be completed at 
a personal pace, and at any time within a range of days. If you're essentially nocturnal, you could 
complete everything at four in the morning. We all know that's the best time to get things done. Online 
schooling would require fewer (if any) specific blocks of time to be set aside for schooling, allowing for a 
much more flexible schedule. 
 
 Aff Rebuttal A: Having a flexible time schedule to turn in assignments may be a pleasant, relaxing 

way to do schoolwork, but it is not realistic. As students enter the working class as adults, they will 
find that there are in fact time limits and deadlines. Having an in-person education allows students 
to simulate what it means to meet deadlines, and finish things when they must be finished. On the 
other hand, students are also disciplined when they don't meet those deadlines, a realistic 
expectation for the working world. 

 
Neg Defense: This Aff rebuttal makes a good point, but it assumes a false reality of distance 
education. Let's take a look at a scenario you might encounter at work: "Jim, I need these 
complete and on my desk by Friday." What you have is a flexible schedule, where the 
requirement is to finish those papers by Friday. A deadline. Literally what online schooling 
would be. Complete those papers whenever you want, as long as they're done by Friday. 
Distance-learning would not get rid of deadlines, not force schools to extend them, and not just 
laze about and let students get away with not completing their work. This rebuttal is framed like 
the schools wouldn't discipline students for not submitting work on time, but there is literally no 



reason that would be the case? Flexible scheduling simply means that you have a due date for 
an assignment, and instead of only being able to work on it in class, you can work on it outside 
an allotted time. If you want to work on an assignment for a few hours straight, go for it, you 
don't have to pack up and head to another class. If you'd rather work on one subject first, or get 
it out of the way, this scheduling is an amazing freedom to you. This rebuttal is trying to frame 
distance-learning like a lawless free-for-all, which is an incorrect analysis. 

 
Aff Rebuttal B: Online learning does not have as much of a flexible schedule as you think. The 
teachers that the students have do not communicate with each other. Meaning that their video 
conferences may overlap or be at opposite ends of the day. This actually hurts the student because 
they have to figure out a way to do school intermittently, instead of having a block of time set aside 
for school each day.  

 
Neg Defense: This rebuttal seems to take both sides on whether a set schedule is a good thing 

or not, by saying both "does not have as much of a flexible schedule as you think", (Showing a 
positive viewing; if they looked down on it they would simply emphasize that the freedom was 
bad,) and also stating "instead of having a block of time set aside for school each day.", phrasing 
the freedomless structuring of time as a more beneficial approach. Like many of the others, this 
rebuttal is trying to frame distance-learning as though the teachers are incompetent. Teachers 
can communicate with each other- they already do. If teachers insist on live video conferences 
over prerecorded lessons, then they would be tasking themselves with deciding a schedule, but 
that's really the opposite direction of what we want here. The poor student doesn't have to 
"figure out a way to do school intermittently", because they can do any of the individual parts 
whenever they have the time. 

 
Aff Rebuttal C: As for being able to complete assignments in the middle of the night, that is an 
unhealthy habit. Having a consistent sleeping schedule is vital for the health of developing minds, 
and in-person education supports a regular schedule that allows children to sleep at night.  
 

Aff Rebuttal D: While the flexible timing can be good, this whole mode of education is still 
impossible for some students due to a lack of technology or lack of communication. This would 
negatively affect the lowest classes most heavily. 
 

Aff Rebuttal E: Students don’t begin schooling knowing how to manage their own time, they learn 
this through trial and error in a traditional learning environment. Learning how to manage your own 
time would be harder to learn in a distance learning environment.  
 

Neg Defense: Why would the trial-and-error of time management not work from a distance? 

You still have assignments. You still have deadlines. You still have penalties for missing those 

deadlines. Learning how to manage your time would actually be easier for students to do when 

they have a personal incentive to do so. It's a common plight for the smartest students to lack 

study and time management skills because, in early schooling, the class is just moving too slow 

for them. I was one of those students. When you have the entire day to complete something 

really easy in elementary school, you're not learning anything about time management. You 

know you have a lot of allotted time for something simple, so you just goof off. But, if you know 

that you can finish your work at your own pace, and once you're done it's whatever you want, or 



you can move on to work for another class instead of being constrained to any current 

classroom, you would be able to more effectively make the best use out of your time. 

 
 

4) While some may say the social aspect of school is taken away through the internet, that is both not 
true and not relevant. Students can still communicate with their classmates online, but with the flexible 
timing of online schooling, they would be able to have a social life offline as well. 
 

Aff Rebuttal A: the idea that the social aspect of school is taken away is completely relevant. School 

allows children of all backgrounds to communicate with others and stimulate lasting friendships and 

relationships. Many students go home to extremely demanding households, ones where they must 

babysit their younger siblings, clean, and complete homework that they have accumulated during 

the school day. If students must do these tasks along with complete online schooling, they are 

deprived of a social life. Video chats, phone calls, and texting cannot display the range of emotions 

that are shown in a face-to-face conversation. Being confined to communicating through means 

such as phone calls, video chats, and text messages can cause childrens' ability to communicate 

healthily to stop developing and even deteriorate. In extreme cases, it can even cause disorders 

such as social anxiety and depression. 

Neg Defense: This rebuttal ignores the huge amount of free time students would have by not 

being tied down in school. Even if they spent the exact same amount of time on work at home 

as they did at school, they'd have time opened up from the lack of travel periods and bus 

transport time. No matter what, students will be left with more free time. And the point says "If 

students must do these tasks along with complete online schooling", making it out to be 

an additional burden which is not true. And this isn't taking place in a quarantined world. What I 

meant by 'not relevant' was the fact that socializing and education do not have to go hand in 

hand. Socialization is very important to some people, and literally nothing would be holding 

these students back from socializing because they aren't stuck at school for predetermined 

times. Distance learning would in no way confine people to text or phone calls, so everything 

about social anxiety and depression is based on false premises. 

This rebuttal has two parts: 1) Students won't be able to fit distance learning into their schedule, 

and not having socialization is bad. Students will absolutely be able to fit distance learning into 

their schedule because they could fit traditional schooling in before, and distance learning 

could only take up less time! 2) A lack of social interaction is a bad thing. Distance-learning in no 

way inhibits socialization. 


